A New Discourse about Moving Photography as a Static Visual Narration
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ABSTRACT

Entering the digital age, photography has developed very rapidly. One of which underwent major change was its form. The digital age offers a new form that is detached of the material aspects. Photography is no longer a physical object but an image as a data code that can be represented in various forms both printed or non-printed. The loss of physical form presents new possibilities in photography, for example, more easily manipulated, reproduced, and transmitted. Another thing is that non-physical photography allows loading several frames in one image. A new problem arises, which is blurring the boundaries between photography and cinema. This paper, through literature studies tries to explore the extent to which photographic works have developed today so as to look like cinema, and look for new boundaries between photography and cinema. So far, photographic works that have active motion elements (changing frame) are cinemagraph and boomerang. Both of them look like cinema, but using visual narrative categorization, it can be clearly traced that they are included in the photography category which is has static visual narrative characteristics. This paper finally coined the new term moving photography to distinguish it from conventional photography which had already existed and is even still common today.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The word photography comes from two Greek terms, 'photo', which comes from the word phos (light) and 'graphy' which comes from the word graphe (writing or drawing). Thus the literal definition of photography is to write or draw using light. From these two words, the identity of photography can be translated by a combination of something natural (light) with practices formed from human culture (writing or drawing).

Research on the projection of light and light-sensitive medium was carried out in the 17th and 18th centuries, and even long before (In the 10th century Ibn Al-Haytam accidentally discovered the principle of optical work). However, the conception of photography that became the forerunner to modern photography was initiated by William Henry Fox Talbot in the early 19th century through his discovery, a device for recording light called camera obscura. This discovery is in line with the spirit of the industrial revolution which at that time was made the European nations competing to conquer the world, explore and record...
everything outside Europe. At the end of the 18th century to the beginning of the 19th century there were at least 18 other names besides Talbot in Europe and the United States that conducted research to produce images using light[1, pp. 5, 8].

As soon as its founded, photography changed the view of human culture, which was previously dominated by nature slowly began to dominate nature. The birth of photography is a turning point for people to get to know nature and share it with others. Photography technology and culture have evolved with changing times, even the identity of photography itself. Even so, characteristics of photography remains the same, as explained in The Photographer's Eye, these are the thing itself, the detail, the frame, time, and vantage point[2, pp. 6–11]. The thing itself refer to photographic ability to record what is in front of the lens, the detail refer to photography’s focuses on pieces of reality to tell something, the frame refer to the relationship between elements in the picture as a result of selection and elimination of reality or photographic framing, time refer to the effect of the duration of the exposure time on the resulting image, vantage point refer to the angle from which the photo was taken.

Even though the characteristics remains the same, digital era has major change to the form of photography. As a digital file, photographic works no longer depend on material objects. New problems arise when photographic works contain more than one frame in an image. Its now has dimension of time that makes the boundary between photography works and cinema works is blurredthrough the analysis of narrative aspects, this paper tries to categorize new term in photography, namely moving photography, to distinguish it from still photography and cinema.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review firstly will examine dematerialization in photography, especially digital photography, then discuss the limiting phenomena between photography and cinema. This paper will further investigate the cinemagraph as a concept and phenomenon of digital photography to finally showing moving photography.

2.1. Dematerialization of digital photography

Photography previously refer as an object, it is an emotional object that gives satisfaction, its loss could causes sadness. Barthes even saw photography as a living creature that can aged so that it eventually became damaged[3, p. 93]. In the digital era, photography as a medium go through a process called 'dematerialization'. By dematerialization means digital photography is no longer a physical object that always involves paper or light-sensitive plates. Its rather a collection of data codes stored in electronic storage media in the form of binary numbers that when "opened" will represent an image through a series of computations (on a computer, digital camera, cell phone, etc.) and display it on the screen. In addition, its non-physical nature enables digital photography to be easily changed in contents, then produced, reproduced, transmitted digitally, and does not need to be printed. According to Sassoon, digital photography that has never been printed (only in digital form) can be seen as a truer version of photography (writing using light) than photography that requires physical media to display its image in the form of material [4, p. 196]. Therefore, the idea of photography before, which is still related to physical objects needs to be re-evaluated in the digital age.

It can be concluded that photography in the digital era is no longer a physical object involving photo paper, film plates, negatives, etc., but rather in the form of a visual image, which is a representation of reality that requires the visual senses / vision to perceive it. The
media itself can be chosen later by the artist or the photographer, because it is no longer the center of the idea of photography itself[5, p. xiii].

The loss of physical objects from photographic identity presents new problems, but also new many possibilities. Digital photography is no longer a physical object but a simulation on the screen. If previously the reality of photography only included physical objects (material form) that filled the dimensions of space, now, in digital era photography did not actually have a physical form, but might have filled dimension of time. In other way we could say digital photography might have duration because when dimension of space is no longer a limitation in photography, it is possible to use screens to display multiple frames in one photographic image. This lead to blurring the strict line between photography and cinema.

This kind of photography at first similar to the initial conception of film and cinema (moving picture). The differences to today’s film or cinema is that these kind of photography has no concept of succession of events or sequences of events [6, p. 25]. The easiest example is like a photograph in a newspaper in Harry Potter movies.

2.2. Cinemagraph

Cinemagraph was first made by a photographer from New York named Jamie Beck who worked with web designer Kevin Burg in 2011. Beck and Burg first made cinemagraph at the Fashion Week 2011 in New York, spending 1 to 2 days to produce work that tells about Anna Wintour from Vogue magazine examining the catwalk, or about fluttering hair models[7]. Immediately people fell in love with Beck and Burg's works, and that inspiring them to produce various other works and conducting various experiments to produce more spectacular cinemagraph works, also not forgetting to publish the new term cinemagraph as their findings[8]. Even so, it turned out that cinemagraph had existed 4 decades ago. At 1980, David Bowie had made a cinemagraph that aired at minute 0:33 - 1:25 in his video clip titled "Ashes to Ashes"[9].

in some papers, cinemagraph is said to be a combination of photography and cinema. In his paper, Erol said cinemagraph as a hybrid form of photography and cinema, and relate to digital technology [10]. Chiarini said cinemagraph represents a hybrid, a paradoxically animated photographic image, obtained via the use of techniques originating in photography, cinema, video and collage [11]. Both Erol and Chiarini agreed to see cinemagraph as innovation in photography. Bai and friends in his paper, too, sees cinemagraph from photography point of view, as photographic image that lend (partly) dynamic frame changing to make portraiture cinemagraph[12].

3. MOVING PHOTOGRAPHY

From the literatures mention about cinemagraph in this paper, at first they argue if cinemagraph is a hybrid of photography and cinema. But in the end, they all agreed that cinemagraph is innovation of digital photography. The inventors, Beck and Burg also claim that cinemagraph is a live image, a photographic works that contains moving elements (not as a result of the exposure time duration as said by Szarkowski) to repeat smoothly to create a moment of movement that never ends. What's interesting in cinemagraph works is that viewers can feel as though they are trapped in a frozen time and only repeats in the same moment, even some part(s) of the moment that move repeatedly, the others are freeze. This surreal and hypnotic experience is at least offered by the cinemagraph.
Although it has been 8 years since the term cinemagraph was coined, the term moving photography is not yet defined, thus the blurred line between digital photography and cinema has not been solved. Approaching through narration aspect of a visual media, this paper trying to categorize cinemagraph into photography instead of cinema, then coined new term in photography, namely moving photography.

The namemoving photography is to distinguish it from the term \textit{stop-motion photography} which is basically means freezing movement within the photographic frame, and \textit{motion-picture with photography} which means creating an impression of motion in the photographic frame [10]. Both produce still images, although \textit{stop-motion photography} then combines all the frames and moves them to make a clip or cinema. Moving photography in this paper refer to motion in photographic image because of frame changing. Moving photography by its frame changing mode give a sensation like an attempt to get out of the photography’s trap of space and time, which is repeated forever in the same moment. Cinemagraphs especially, has a partly moving, partly frozen image at the same time gives a comfortable and strange sensation.

Another example of moving photographys the boomerang from Instagram. Boomerang is a very short video clip that is repeated (loop) or back and forth/forward backward (bounce) and is usually shared via social media[9]. Boomerang clips are created using the Boomerang application and are (usually) uploaded to the Instagram story feature. If the cinemagraph movement is only seen in one or several elements in the frame (technically by use masking feature in part of still frame, usually first frame), the boomerang advanced the entire frame to the next frame according to the time flow of the clip. Boomerang clip trend is bounce or back and forth, so that the object seems to move and then retreat back to the starting point, and the clip will looping from the beginning to the end then back again to the starting point, and so on. Boomerang offers a more lively photo sensation by making the real movements image that still photographic image offers in viewer's mind.

4. VISUAL NARRATIVE ASPECTS IN MOVING PHOTOGRAPHY

As a visual works, photography is very possible to contain narrative elements in it. Narrative is different from story. The story is defined as the sequence of events while the narrative focuses on a story. Therefore the narrative does not always have to be related to the duration of time. In their paper in the Design Thoughts Journal, Pimenta and Pooovaiah explain more about static visual narratives, dynamic visual narratives, and interactive visual narratives[13, pp. 29–43]. To clarify the boundaries between photography, \textit{moving photography} and cinema, can be seen from its visual narrative character. Table 1 will explain the strict boundaries between the those three in different distinguishing characteristics. These characteristics will categorize the three into Static Visual Narrative (SVN) or Dynamic Visual Narrative (DVN).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distinguishing Characteristics</th>
<th>Photography</th>
<th>Moving Photography</th>
<th>Cinema</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manner of unfolding of the story</td>
<td>Unfolds in Space (SVN)</td>
<td>Unfolds in Space (SVN)</td>
<td>Extends in Time (DVN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual appearance</td>
<td>Visual is fixed on the</td>
<td>Visual is partly fixed</td>
<td>Visuals are replaced in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Visual narrative aspect of photography, moving photography, and cinema.
4.1. Moving photography as a Static Visual Narrative

From those table, Photography is clearly included in the category of static visual narrative while cinema is included in the category of dynamic visual narrative. Moving photography, seeing examples of cinemagraph and boomerang, contains more SVN characters even though in some aspects they very much alike DVN characteristics. In moving photography, although its have a duration of time, the disclosure of the story takes place in a dimension of space, while the dimension of time more often functioning as an aesthetic aspect, sweetener, or gimmick element that provokes viewers to stare longer at the works. Visual appearance in moving photography same as in dynamic visual narration (in boomerang) or partially static (in cinemagraph) but both take place in a very short time and only has one scene. To gain knowledge about in-depth stories in moving photography, the viewer needs to have
knowledge about the background of the story because visuals only provide signifiers, and it will be more clearly if accompanied by caption like in still photography works. Regarding visual and viewer interaction, moving photography’s visuals have movements, but viewers are given the freedom to imagine the movements, or story lines (in this case the beginning and end). Moving photography, like still photography, not telling through the dimension of time but through chosen moments or what Henri Cartier-Bresson calls a decisive moment, that is, a choice of moment that represents the beginning, middle and end of a scene / story / narration[1, p. 18]. Regarding the speed of viewing and the order of viewing, in moving photography the viewer can decide the pace and the sequence of viewing well as in SVN (still photography) because of the short and repetitive duration of time (forever looping). Moving photography too, gives viewers the freedom of time to contemplate these visual contents as well as in SVN. Perception of movement in moving photography is partly (in cinemagraph) or fully (in boomerang) by the rapid change of visual, but on forever loop.

From discussion above, its clear that although having its frame changing in appearance, moving photography has static visual narrative characteristics. Its dimension of time and rapid visual changing different from true dynamic visual narrative characteristics, thus its very different from cinema.

5. CONCLUSION

Although the cinemagraph and boomerang works blurred the boundary between still photography and cinema, but through a visual narrative approach, it is clear that both works present the narrative aspect alike still photography does which match static visual narrative characteristics. Still, it has differences from still photography, which is its dimension of time. Therefore this paper firmly concludes cinemagraph and boomerang as one of the future alternatives of photography in the digital era where print media is no longer the only way to present photographic images but there are other media that are more flexible such as digital files that are presented on the screen. To differentiate it from conventional photography which presents still images, this paper specifically refers cinemagraph and boomerang works as moving photography, which is photographic works that present photographic images that have an element of movement (displacement of frames) in it.
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